Admission after 12:00pm
Exclusively for Long Beach Conventioneers!

Visit the Aquarium of the Pacific for only $14.00 (regular price $34.95) after 12:00 p.m. when you present your conventioneer badge at the ticket window.

Take a journey of discovery through the world’s largest ocean at the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach, California. Explore our exhibits, and discover sunny Southern California and Baja, the frigid waters of the Northern Pacific, and the colorful reefs of the Tropical Pacific. Come face-to-face with, and even touch, the ocean’s ultimate predator in Shark Lagoon. Hand feed lorikeet birds. Explore the Ocean Science Center and June Keyes Penguin Habitat. There is no better time to visit the Aquarium of the Pacific than now!

Admission valid until December 31, 2020

To receive your $14.00 admission, visit the Aquarium’s ticket window after 12:00 p.m. and show your official conventioneer badge during your convention dates, or the weekend before and after your convention. Limit one $14.00 admission per person, per badge. Offer valid after 12:00 p.m. only. May not be combined with any other offers. Non-transferable. No cash value. Not valid at off-site sales locations. The offer is only valid for conventions occurring before 12/31/20. Gate prices subject to change. The Aquarium will be closed Christmas Day, 12/25.